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A few UNIX tips



Data for lecture 6

• A subset of a fastq file obtained from an 
Illumina run for a Chip-Seq experiment with 
yeast DNA

• The annotation and genome file that we 
extracted in lecture 3 and 5 as well.

• ) Too keep things tidy create 
a new folder just for 
reference genomes, move 
the genome file there then 
index it with BWA (see 
lecture 5)



SAM: Sequence Alignment/Map format
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Create an alignment of only 10 
sequences



SAM format
Published as
The Sequence Alignment/Map format and SAMtools by Heng Li et al
Bioinformatics 25, Volume 25, Issue 16, 2009

“A TAB-delimited text format consisting of a header section, which is 
optional, and an alignment section.”



The structure of the SAM file
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The alignment columns



A tour of the columns in a SAM file

We will go through each field in class



Bitwise flags



Bitwise representation

It is used to save space – but it does make things a bit more difficult.
Usually very few flags are needed in practice – 0, 4, 16 are the most generic ones

If you need to construct a more complex flag search for explain SAM flags:

http://picard.sourceforge.net/explain-flags.html

1 =  00000001  paired end read
2   =  00000010  mapped as proper pair
4   =  00000100  unmappable read
8 =  00001000  read mate unmapped
16 =  00010000   read mapped on reverse strand

The flag 11  1 + 2 + 8 = 0001011 (conditions 1, 2 
and 8 satisfied)



Mapping Quality definition

• Phred score, identical to the quality measure in 
the fastq file. quality Q, probability P: 

P = 10 ^ (-Q / 10.0)

If Q=30, P=1/1000 on average, one of out 1000 
alignments will be wrong

As good as this sounds it is not easy to compute 
such a quality.



Details of the mapping quality computation

• The repeat structure of the reference. Reads falling in repetitive 
regions usually get very low mapping quality.

• The base quality of the read. Low quality means the observed read 
sequence is possibly wrong, and wrong sequence may lead to a 
wrong alignment. 

• The sensitivity of the alignment algorithm. The true hit is more 
likely to be missed by an algorithm with low sensitivity, which also 
causes mapping errors. 

• Paired end or not. Reads mapped in pairs are more likely to be 
correct. 

(from the MAQ manual)



BWA specific high scores

A read alignment with a mapping quality 30 or 
above usually implies

• The overall base quality of the read is good. 

• The best alignment has few mismatches. 

• The read has few or just one `good' hit on the 
reference, which means the current alignment is 
still the best even if one or two bases are actually 
mutations or sequencing errors. 



BWA specific low scores

Surprisingly difficult to track down the exact behavior

• Q=0   if a read can be aligned equally well to multiple 
positions, BWA will randomly pick one position and give it a 
mapping quality zero.

• Q=25  the edit distance equals mismatches and is greater 
than zero



Homework 6

Generate a SAM file for the whole dataset 
lect-6.fastq to answer the following questions:

1. How many reads are unmapped?

2. How may different types of quality scores can 
you observe? (hint: cut, sort, uniq as in HW2)

3. How many reads have a mapping quality of 0 
and what does that value mean in a SAM file 
from BWA?


